
BASIC QUESTIONS ABOUT   ALADIN

1.Who said: "NOT BAD AT ALL"?

A. Jeno-Karacsony while drinking some champagne on Air France 
business class.

B. Jean-Noel Thepaut
C. Elemer Gulyas
D. JFG
E. Nobody said it for the time being

2. Who said and what is the related gesture: "FOR NOTHINGS"?

A. Ion Victor Pescaru when somebody asked him why did he come 
to Toulouse (without gesture).

B. Elemer Gulyas, while beating the kidney of Arpad Fleur 
(gesture: like somebody beats the others kidney).

C. Szepasszony while pushing the enter after typing del *.* on 
the PC with her thesis.

D. Vladimir Ivanovici for answering for thank you and the 
gesture is movement of 45 degree by right hand

E. Mihail Andreevic Bombeugene

3. Why Apuka has no dog?

A. He had never had a dog
B. Because his dog was eaten by his cat
C. Because his dog disappeared while Ion visited his village
D. Because the dog was taken by Mme Marek
E. Because he has only a monkey

4. Who said "IT WOULD BE A PITY TO OPEN DISCUSSION ON THAT!"

A. Joseph Pelican the guard of the dam, when his flat was
totally burnt

B. Elemer Gulyas before beating the kidney of Arpad (who is 
still pissing blood sometimes).
C. Arpad Fleure when the house of Pelicn was totally burnt.
D. Maria Siroka, while discussing with Martus.
E. Ernesto dos Santos Caetano Neto during his visit in 
Bucharest

5. What is written on the tomb of Arpad Fleure ?

A. It would be a pity to open discussion on that
B. The best father and husband.
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C. Nothing is written there for the time being.
D.  A life for the people ! 1907-
E. Bonne soiree !

6. Who said and what is the related gesture:"HO-HO!"?

A. Doina Banciu, while throwing some stones into the Black Sea
B. Zoltan Daniel, while throwing some tailless "URGE" into

the Danube
C. Joseph Pelican when the Danube was coming (which is coming)
D. Elemer Gulyas while beating the kidney of Arpad
E. Camarade Bastion while listening the speech of the

witness (Joseph Pelican)

7. Who said and what is the related gesture: 
"IT IS VERY-VERY IMPORTANT!"?

A. Vladimir Ivanovici without gesture
B. Vladimir Ivanovici lifting his left hand's middle finger 
vertically
C. Vladimir Ivanovici having a short stop in his speech, 

looking around meaningfully and lifting his right hand^ 
middle finger vertically and quickly afterwards 
horizontally as well
D. Vladimir Ivanovici with lifting his right hand's finger 

horizontally
E. Vladimir Ivanovici with right hand 45 degrees ahead

8. Who is the author of the following tellings:
"DON'T MENTION IT !"; "EVERYTHING IS UNDER CONTROL"

A. "Arnie" Schwarzenegger
B. Jure Jerman
C. Gregor Gregoric
D. Markus Zagarius
E. Nobody has ever used these expressions

9. Who is the god-mother of the ALADIN acronym?

A. JFG
B. Ion Victor Pescaru
C. Alain Joly
D. Veronique Ducrocq
E. "Sylvousplay" Malardel

10. Who is Mihail Andreevic Bombeugene?
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A. The fifth order russian
B. The fourth order russian                                     
C. The grandfather of Elemer Gulyas
D. The brother of Eugene Knezy
E. There is no person with such name

11. Who said to Who: "1 DON'T WANT ANYTHING BAD TO YOU'"?

A. Captain Klaus while entering to his room in Batiment B to 
Apuka

B. Captain Klaus to Apuka, while asking for help
C. Apuka to Captain Klaus, when he cleaned all the windows

of Batiment B.
D. Apuka to Captain Klaus, when he didn't find the bike of 

Klaus at the parking place
E. Captain Klaus to Apuka while Apuka was spyder walking

12. Who is the master of the 90 degree turns (and also for
CAREFUL WALKING)?

A. Nobody is able to do that
B. Ion Victor Pescaru
C. Doina Banciu
D. Vladimir Ivanovici
E. Elena Cordoneanu

13. In which part of the world plurals of adjectives are
used (see for instance: THESE ARE BIGS)?

A. In France
B. In Hungary
C. In Slovenia
D. In Boulder, Colorado
E. In Washington DC

14. What do you mean, when you are saying Jean-Claude?

A. You speak about Jean-Claude Andre
B. You speak about a starter
C. You tell to somebody that he/she can enter your room
D. It is never used
E. That everything is under control

15. Who is the famous Tanguay-Ritchie couple (Monique and Hal)?
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A. The children of Marek Jerczynski
B. A Czech husband (child) and wife (skinhead)

living together in Batiment D.
C. In fact it is one person: the family name is Tanguay, the

first name is Ritchie
D. A Canadian couple working on SL scheme.
E. This is the nickname of Lubos Spacek in Canada

16. What is the difference between basirate on and busirate with ?

A. Basirate is the english and busirate is the american 
version of the same word

    B. There is no difference at all.
    C. It is two totally different word, basirate on: if you have 

a strong desire, bust rate with: also but in not the 
right direction

D. Basirate on is almost the same like bus irate with except 
that you basirate on an object and you busirate with a 
person

E. The same like answer C, except that it is the reverse

17. What is jeopardy??

A. It is a new English word for snow leopards
B. This word doesn't exist in English
C. This is in fact a French word meaning don't mention it!
D. It is a Romanian word used while searching for the

Apuka's dog problem
E. This is a word meaning risk, the jeopardicity index is

also widely used

18. Who said that the life is not a foamy cake?

A. Nobody until now
B. Markus, while tasting the SODEXHO's cakes
C. Mr. Arpad Fleure to Joseph Pelican, when describing the

difficulties of the life
D. Mr. Joseph Pelican to Arpad Fleure while realizing that the 

life is very-very difficult
E. Danizoli told to Elemer Gulyas, before Elemer beated the 
kidney of Arpad

19. Who likes to say: It is really great! or Cukorka tetszik 
lennil or in French: Sucre..., très sucre!

A. Manu, while listening Guenter Wihl during the LACE Council
meetings
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B. Guenter Wihl while listening Manu during the LACE Council
meetings

C. Apuka, when he loves something or appreciates something or
somebody

D. Arpad Fleure for the same reasons like Apuka
E. Mariska when she is very satisfied with Elemer

20. Who were using the following names: Mr, Ryad and Patrick Moix?

A. Maria Jose Monteiro
B. Edson Arantes do Nascimento
C. Fernando Prates
D. Szepasszony
E. Ernesto dos Santos Caetano Neto

21. What is EUGENISM?

    A. The process when you give a name Eugene to somebody
    B. Saying A and doing B
    C. Changing the habits very often (as often as underwear is    
       changed)
    D. When you are saying: What a drama! or Quel drame !

E. This word doesn't exist

22. What is the meaning of Budapest?

A. It has no meaning, the capital of Hungary
B. Don't mention it shortly
C. Bonne soiree in Portugal
D. Bon appetit in Portugal
E. Good night in slovakian

23. Whose name appear in the CPG routine?

A. Ion Victor Pescaru
B. Martin Janousek
C. Helena Vondrackova
D. Richard Miadek
E. Lubos Spacek

24. What is the favourite working cloth of Mihael Batka from
Czech Republic?

A. Black suite with tie
B. Pair of jeans with a T-shirt
C. A colorful bermuda short with flower motivs
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D. A swimming dress
E. Short with tie

25. What does it means "AKKOR MEG NEM SEJTETTEM, HOGY DANIEL
ZOLTAN a TITKOSRENDORSEG FIZETETT UGYNOKE"?

A. It means that Zoltan Daniel is throwing "urge"-s into the
Danube

B. It means that everything is possible for Zoltan Daniel
C. It means that at that time 2 didn't guess that Zoltan Daniel

is the paid agent of the secret police.
D. It means that Zoltan Daniel is a spy
E. It means that Zoltan Daniel is a good friend of Joseph 

Pelican

26. Where did Elemer Gulyas beat down Arpad Fleur's kidney?

A. On the top floor of batiment B when Arpad drank the last 
glass of vodka at a famous party.
B. In Lourdes while Arpad was praying for Elemer's soul.
C. At the first ALADIN workstation workshops
D. In Offenbach at a football match between HMS and DWD.
E. At a gruppensex party in Mikhail's room.

27. What is the connection between Mark's professor and Jean 
Maziejewski's cat?

A. The cat licked the professor's left foot, but the professor 
didn't lick any of the cat's feet.

B. Both of them like smoked fish.
C. Non of them like Markus.
D. Both of them are called Rakovec.
E. They slept together in Batiment B.

28. What is the meaning of Waterking?

A. It is the nickname of Maria Siroka, the slovakian swimming 
champion.

B. Lubos Spacek's title, who drinks only water.
C. Radmila's ex-boyfriend, who jumped into the half frozen 

water when he figured out that Radmila does not love him 
anymore.

D. Meciar's nickname: the exact name is King of River Danube.
E. It means nothing.

29. Whose mother-in-law spent the most time in Toulouse?
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A. Jure Jerman, whose mother in law took care of Lisa.
B. Arpad Fleur, who cant spend 3 months without the presence of 

his dragon.
C. Ior» Victor Pescaru, who has 3 bosses, the wife the dog and

the mother-in-law.
D. Apuka, but we dont know yet who the mother-in-law is.
E. The son-in-law of Szepasszony,

30. What was Radmila's Xmas present for Mr Ryad in 91 ?

A. Knedlicki with Pilsner Urquel.
B. The crown of Waterking.                                      
C. Subroutine CHIEN and ECHIEN.                                 
D. She gave no present to him.
E. She went home for Xmas.
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QUIZ   ---   SERIE   B

1.  Who is the monster of Marta?

A. She has no monster unfortunately
B. JFG
C. Patrick Moll (Moix)
D. Philippe "Toufe" Call Ie
E. Filip Vana

2. Who said and what is the related gestures "DELICIOUS!"?

A. Arpad Fleure while eating slovakian brinzalove halusky
(strapacka) without gesture

B. JFG eating Mme Tussinger's chicken paprikas and with a
vertical movement of his left hand

C. Roger Randnamanpianinane while eating in SODEXHO and the 
gesture is the same like case B, what with right hand
D. Philippe Caille, while having a fruit de mer pizza after

football while making circles with his right hand
E. Nobody said it until now

3.  Why Apuka is so beautiful?

A. Because he has no dog
B. Because his mother is so beautful
C. Nobody knows the reason
D. He is not beautifulat all
E. Because he is cleaning windows often

4.  Who is the first author of the EWRPLPP routine ?

A. Lubos Spacek
B. Martin Janousek
C. Monique Tangauy
D. Hal Ritchie
E. Ion Victor Pescaru

5.  Who was born in 1907?

A. Elemer Gulyas
B. NedJeljka Brzovic
C. The dog of Apuka
D. Ion Victor Pescaru
E. Arpad Fleure
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6. Who is Danizoli or Zoltan Daniel?

A. The nickname of Doina
B. The nickname of Mme Potocsni
C. The grandmother of Doina
D. The best friend of Dr. Kotasz
E. A good friend of Pelican (at that time he didn't guess)

7.  What do you have to do with the tail of "URGE"-s?

A. Collect and it them
B. Collect and sell them afterward (to the "BEE")
C. Cut and eat them and while eating you have to say delicious
D. Nothing
E. The "URGE"-s have no tail

8.  What is the connection between Mr. Tussinger and "DELICIOUS" ?

A. Of course nothing
B. There is a connection, but nobody knows it
C. Mr. Tussinger often says DELICIOUS
D. The wife of Mr. Tussinger has an excellent chicken paprikas
E. Mr. Tussinger likes to say: DELICIOUS

9. Who used to say: "EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE!" (he doesn't use it
any more).

A. Ion Victor Pescaru
B. Vladimir Ivanovici
C. Apuka
D. Marta Janiskova
E. Oldrich Spaniel (Petit Chien)

10. Who is Tivadar Galvan7

A. The inventor of the galvan battery
B. The older brother of Gulyas Elemer
C. The person who introduced Zoltan Daniel to Joseph Pelican 

(who didn't guess at that time)
D. The son of the old GALVAN
E. The father of Jean-Pierre Flutyo

11.  Who loves to use: "HUGE AMOUNT OF........"

A. JFG
B. Jean Pailleux
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C. Mihail Andreevic
D. Elemer Gulyas
E. Joseph Pelican

12. Who is using "BON!" frequently?

A. Eric Sevault and Jean Nicoleau while preparing new ALADIN 
cycles

B. Eric Escaliere, when he is not able to to solve something
C. Ryad El Khatib, when you greet him with bonne soiree
D. Patricia Pottier, when she doesn't understand something
E. Philippe Caille^ while investigating problems in mandalay

13.  Who is using the following expressions very often :
"BY THE WAY......; GENTLEMEN......."

A. Josip Visarovic Dumbadze
B. Mihail Andreevic Bombeugene
C. Elemer Elemerevic Gulyas
D. Arpad Arpadovic Fleure
E. Ihasz Cherapoutsouloui

14. Who is Dr. Kotasz and what is his job?

A. He is Mr. Akos Horvath and responsible for the visualisation 
system at HMS

B. The best friend of Mr. Joseph Pelican
C. He is an excellent hairdresser
D. He is responsible for execution
E. Friend of Captain Cook

15.  Who said as a "toast":
"YOU ARE PROBABLY VERY HUNGRY AND DIRTY, SO I WILL BE SHORT"?

A. Apuka before starting to clean windows
B. Mr. Skulec
C. MAB
D. Jean-Claude Andre
E. Mr. Merci Beaucoup

16.  Why the suspicious things are not suspicious and vice versa?

A. This is just for misleading and it has nothing behind it
B. Because the international situation is increasing
C. Because the life is not a foamy cake
D. Because everything is possible
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E. It is just a tric of the imperialists

17. Who introduced into the ALADIN dictionary: "IT IS AN OPTION!" 
or C'EST UNE OPTION"?

A. Apuka, while searching for the bike of Klaus
B. Klaus when he didn't want to tell his opinion for a straight

question.
C. Apuka said, when he was asked about the dog problem
D. Joel Hoffman
E. Elemer Gulyas

18. What is the real origin of the expression: "C'EST AUSSITOT 
POSSIBLE!" or "IT IS ALSO POSSIBLE!"?

A. The French expression doesn't exist, because it has not the 
same meaning than the English one

B. It is a direct translation of the English one often used by
Cherapucci

C. This is a version of Everything is possible by a "small dog"
D. This is coming from French used originally by Patrick Le 
Moigne
E. This expression is originally coming from German and than

translated to English and afterwards to French

19.  Who said that the facts are stubborn things?

A. Mihail Andreevic Bombeugene
B. Apucci lhasz
C. Arpad Fleure
D. Zoltan Daniel
E. Elemer Gulyas

20. Who is camarade Gogolak and why is she famous?

A. She is the waitress of Arpad and she is famous because of 
the shortness of her skirt

B. She is the girl-friend of Elemer Gulyas and she is famous 
about her foamy cake

C. She is the grandmother of Joseph Pelican and she is famous 
for because of her grandchild

D. She is the logopedist trying to teach Pelican to speak 
correctly

E. She is the pshycologist of Pelican

21.  Why the expression NORMALLY became so famous?
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A. It is not famous at all
B. Because it is used very often by somebody
C. Because it is used very often by MAB and even Apuka used it 

in an official presentation that: Normally as our colleague 
Misha would say.........

D. Because Apuka has no dog
E. Because Ion's mother-in-law has a dog

22. When do you say Alain?

A. When everything is under control
B. When something is very nice
C. When nothing works
D. When everything is possible
E. When somebody can enter your room

23. Who is Jenoferi and Jenopali?

A. Two Hungarian heroes from the 15th century
B. The boss and the deputy boss of CNRM/GMAP
C. Other nickname for the Tanguay-Ritchie couple
D. Nicknames of Jure Jerman
E. Nickname of Jean-Noel Thepaut

24.  What is the real nationality of Roger?

A. He has no nationality
B. Russian
C. Hungarian
D. Malgasian
E. Double citizen: malgo-hungarian

25.  Who used to say often: "NO PROBLEM"?

A. Vladimir Ivanovici
B. Ion Victor Pescaru
C. Oldrich Spaniel
D. Jure Jerman
E. Zoltan Daniel

26.  What do you mean, when you say Jean-Luc?

A. Everything is possible
B. It is an option
C. You want to have a pain aux raisin or pain aux chocolat
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D. You are claiming a penalty in football
E. Everything is under control

27. What was the most frequently used French word on our corridor 
in the winter of 91-92?

A. Hollallalalalalala whiIe shaking the fingers of left hand up 
and down.

B. Merdddeeeeee!!!
C. Courtier
D. Boooon
E. ARPEGE

28.  Who were Szepasszony's slaves?

A. She had no slaves.
B. All male human beings around.
C. She had only slaves from Africa.

    D. She shared apuka with Marta.
E. Liviu Dragulanescu.

29. What are the university entrance exams in Slovenia for 
meteorologists?

A. Mathematics and physics.
B. Basketball and alphabet.
C. Only basketball.
D. Everybody is accepted.
E. They dont go to university.

30.  Who is Imre and why is he famous?

A. He is Imre Bonta the milkman of the ALADIN teams
B. He is Dr, Kotasz, i.e, Imre Kotasz.
C. It is the car of Elemer to be served as a LACE car for a 
while.
D. It is the new car of Markus.
E. It is the other name of Elemer Gulyas.
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The Dark Side of the Memorandum

1. ALADIN PARTNERS FROM BELGIUM

Luc GERARD :

The face and the hair are so clear that you can't distinguish from 
the background. We have just rein-forced the glasses. Recently 
engaged.
Main crimes : still innocent. But probably not for a long time. To
be watched over.

2. ALADIN PARTNERS FROM MOROCCO

The four on pictures are usually named "The marocan Daltons 
brothers".

Radi AJJAJI :

He has invested in a suit and a tie : that is why he has been 
chosen to co-sign the MoU of ALADIN. Had an affair with Radija.
Crimes :
He believes in everithing you say. He still believe in CANARI in 
ALADIN .

Mehdi EL ABED :

The tallest of the "marocan Daltons brothers". Member of the 
Impossible Mission Force. Last mission : to go from Casablanca to 
Sefrou (his birthplace) in less than one night : a success.  
Crimes : 
Counterfeiting  FULLPOS  and  proposing  to  change  its name  
into HOMMOSPOS.  (in arabic :  full = beans, while hommos = peas).

Samir ISSARA :

Less serious than he looks like. The CANADA DRY of  MAROC-METEO,  
the name sounds Japanese, the smile looks Japanese, but his 
computer is not.

Jaouad BOUTAHAR :

The smallest of the four "marocan Daltons brothers". He does 
believe he is the smartest.
Crimes :  So many that you can't enumerate them : the total number 
of crimes is 927.

Karam ESSAOUINI :
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If the four others are the marocan Daltons brothers, he must be 
Lucky Luc.

3. ALADIN PARTNERS FROM ROMANIA

Doina BANCIU :

Her nickname is DOANA and she often asks why APUKA has no dog?
Everybody knows the answer: Because Victoire has stolen it and 
gave to his mother in law. Then Mme Marek got almost heart attack  
and shortly after this escaped from Meteo. Since then Radmila has 
been crying continuosly. And of course DOANA is guilty for all 
these.

Elena CORDONEANU:

Was subroutine ECORDON named after her? Otherwise she has
the following simple answer for the question WHY APUKA IS SO
BEAUTIFUL??? Because probably his mother was so beautiful.

Liviu DRAGULANESCU :

Nicknamed : Dracula. Particularly active in the night, when the 
moonis full. His favourite dishes are : soup and sea food. He 
always fights with Gabor Radnoti.

Mihaela CAIAN :

Nicknamed: Sepassonj, which means the prettyies woman.
Crimes : the perfect double agent : she tries to discredit Aladin  
with Arpege highly stretched. That lead her to an interesting 
discovery : why do romanian women become so fat ? Because they  
use too  much oil in coooking. And also a world record can be  
attached to her name : she could make JDG work one continuous,  
endless week on putting her PhD thesis in final shape.  Good 
JOB!!!

Carmen DUTESCU :

Unfortunately she missed the Spanish participants of ALADIN.

Victoire Ion PESCARU : (VIP)

What can be a VIP's main crime? Especially, if his first name is
Victoire?? But as Romanian competitors can be measured only in 
terms of world records, VIP also has one: he has highest relative  
density of limited are models/computer megaflops: he's collected 4 
LAMS of 3 Continents on his PC 286.
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Vladimir IVANOVICI :

Boss of the Romanian delegation. Even the VIP is under his  
rigorous hands.
Main crime: as a boss still could'nt educate the team's 
naughtyboy, Livius.

4. ALADIN PARTNERS FROM POLAND

Adam DZIEDZIC :

The seducer (?)
Crimes : still speaks french while everybody speaks english.

Marek JERZINSKY :

Crime: would restart the hundred years war to decide which model 
is better. Only the dirtiest gossips tell that he is the husband 
of Mme Marek.

5. ALADIN PARTNERS FROM SPAIN

Javier CALVO SANCHEZ and Jacobo ORBE ZALBA, Zalba, the Spanish  :

Spies, obviously. They started to work in HIRLAM, then divorced
from HIRLAM and married ALADIN. Then came to Toulouse to defend
again HIRLAM for the COMPARE. It's a kind of bigamyie.

6. ALADIN PARTNERS FROM CROATIA

Nedjeljka BRZOVIC :

Thanks God, she has a nickname easier to pronounce : BEBA.  
Language spoken : english, german, croatian and grib.
Crimes :  broke ALADIN into small pieces by cutting into vertical 
slices.

Dijana KLARIC :

Drinks wine without guilt. Lady D., perhaps the only one capable 
to compete with Sepassonj in keeping so many male human beings in
multitask mode working under her hands.

7. ALADIN PARTNERS FROM CZECH REPUBLIC

Jan MACOUN :
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He said he wont come back to Toulouse unless ALADIN is switched to 
MATSUNO scheme. One should know, every scheme originates from 
Bohemia.

Radmila BUBNOVA :

Nickname: princess Jasmina, the princess of ALADIN the magic lamp.
The most deeply infiltrated one inside the french team.
Crimes : leaves pets inside the code. Poisoned the water of ALADIN 
land with nonhydrostatism. That's why Lubos Spacek never ever 
drank water.

Martin JANOUSEK :

Started in Aladin as a "painter". Not as gifted as Chagall. So he
was condamned to write the semi-lagrangian scheme.

MARJAN SANDEV :

He is the person who learnt plenty of slavish  langauages  in 
order to be able to speak with Adam Dziedzic.

Filip VANA :

The best taekwondo expert in ALADIN, be careful if he gets angry.
Dont awaken the sleeping lion!

Yan ZACPALEK :

The devil of the white slopes, he is the only one who can  
competite with Mihail Andreevics Bombeugene Tolstykh, the fifth 
order compact Russian. Of course not in every respect.

Miroslav SKUTHAN :

The CZECH Rushdie: The co-author of the 10 rules of a Slave of 
MARTA. For this reason  Ajatollah Apuka would be happy to execute 
the verdict on him.                          -

Lubos SPACEK :

The first ALADIN member whose name appeared in CPG,  national  
hero in beer barrel rolling! When all czech and french beer  
sources  dried out, he emigrated to Canada as refugee.

8. ALADIN Visitors FROM PORTUGAL

Portugal is for the time being only spying ALADIN community.

Main characteristic of Portuguese people : they can't stand french
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cooking  more than one week ; then they rush into a Portuguese
restaurant. Immediately renamed ALADIN: Alimentation Dynamic.

Cristina Paula Felisbert MADEIRA :

Unable to pronounce properly the name SODEXHO ; just says :  
SODESCO.
Specialist in jokes. The favourite victims are Liviu  
Dragulanescu, Ryad El Khatib, and Frenando Prates.  She is now 
joking with Aladin : the whole Portugal may be the next victim !

Fernando Manuel Ramos PRATES :

Always looses everything that is important : keys, wallet, etc.  
Has even lost his SODESCO card few days after his arrival.  Needs  
Radmila BUBNOVA to survive in the ALADIN non-hydrostatic joke.

9. ALADIN PARTNERS FROM SLOVAKIA

Zuzana PISUTOVA :

She has only pseudo-crimes, because of working on verification
pseudo-TEMPS.

Oldrich SPANIEL :

Nickname : would be too trivial.
Crime:  hae always says, everything is possible, but then why 
doesnt run aladin on a pocket calculator?

Marta JANISKOVA :

Addicted to dentist visits.
Crimes :  wants to be the adjoint of the boss in place of the boss 
adjoint. Major crime: keeping slaves.

Vlado PASTIRCAK :

Boss of Marta. Also responsible for all Marta's crimes according 
to the theorem of transitivity of crimes. To be Marta's boss is a 
crime itself, just ask Jean-Noël Thepaut (nickname :  Jeno-
Karatsoni)

10. ALADIN PARTNERS FROM FRANCE

Jean-François GELEYN :

The Boss, "ZEUS THE God".
Crimes :  what crimes ? THE God is right, HE doesn't do any crime. 
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Alain JOLY :

Crime : Leader of the deserteur French triumvirath. What is more,
left behind EGGX.

Sylvie MALARDEL :

God-mother of Aladin. Gave the most unpronounceable name to the 
model. Several people were killed in trying to pronounce ALADIN 
correctly.
Major Crime: broke the law that a god-mother must be faithful to
god-son forever. Simply deserted.

Veronique DUCROQ:

The first deserteur. Others just followed her. Maybe they thought
it's the sinking Titanic.

Joel HUFFMAN :

"Corto Maltese". Since his appearance in ALADIN team many people
think ALADIN's magic lamp is one of Hoffman's tales.

Gwenaelle HELLO :

Who really relied on her name and said hello to the ALADIN team.  
But as a crime it was soon followed by good bye. She had the 
longest hair at METEO when she started with ALADIN, but loosing 
her job at ALADIN she cut her hair as well.

Ryad EL KHATIB :

Nicknamed : "Misterryad",  or "The devil of the tennis court" 
Crime: even himself doesnt believe that fullpos will ever be free 
of bugs.
He stubbornly tries to solve the impossibility problem: to laugh 
more charming than Charlotte.

Eric BAZILE :

Nicknamed : "Bazilou", "Retic bazile".
Loves girls and limited area  models. He entered early the HIRLAM  
cooperation. Then he managed to enter ALADIN thanks to the RETIC.  
Anyway, he is still completely unknown in the ALADIN team. He has 
a long time to work before he can retire in Toulon (to watch girls 
on the sea-shore).

Jean-Francois ESTRADE :

"JEF", the  little Jean-Francois. But he is trying to grow up. Is
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that a crime, who knows?

Emmanuel LEGRAND :

Nickname: l'X des Cavernes.
Presently French controller of the DREAMTEAM. Therefore he can
neither have any crimes. Otherwise he would be degraded to Manu Le
Petit.

Jean-Daniel GRIL :

Shortly Just Jeandani.
Crimes? Have you ever launched Morgane under NOSVEE? It says "IT'S 
GO!!!" But sometimes IT'S NOT GO!

Patrick LEMOIGNE : "Patriiiiiiiiick !!"

First replacement of the deserteurs. He could replace Sylvie 
entirely especially on the football ground.

Patricia POTTIER :

"La  super-secretaire", la "Nounou".
Crime:  left us temporarily, at least we hope so. Her favourite 
dish is a multicolour cheese.

ViJay SARAVANE :

Crime : has finally joined the enemy. But sometimes enemies  
become friends later on.

Denis PARADIS :

The documentalist of Aladin. Like documentation, you hear about, 
but you never see !

Pauline BIECHELER :

The very first one to be tested on ALADIN-FRANCE : that way she 
realized the meaning if vivisection. Actually she is NOT a 
deserteur : she ESCAPED.

11. ALADIN PARTNERS FROM BULGARIA

Lora GAYTANDJIEVA :

Who tried to analyse the analyses. After the Mundial'94 she's the 
first Bulgarian allowed to enter the gates of METEO. But she had 
to prove before that she has no family relation with Stoichkov.
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Andrey BOGATCHEV :

Nicknamed : Gorbatchev.
But believe me, he would never have introduced the prohibition.

Valeri SPIRIDONOV :

Should an atomic bomb explodes beside him, only his hair would 
move.

12. ALADIN PARTNERS FROM HUNGARY

Istvan IHASZ :

Most people know only by name APUKA.
Main crime: Complains immediately if ALADIN products dont arrive 
in time.
He has so many ideas that 5 Toulouse Teams would not be enough to 
satisfy him.

Roger RANDRIAMAMPIANINA :

The flying dutchman. After Tananarive, Leningrad and Budapest now 
he has a strong wish to invade Toulouse.

Andras HORANYI :

Nicknamed : "Arpad Fleur". Present affiliation as LACE project
scientific officer. In this role he also wants to be a flying
dutchman. 
Major crime: didnt adjust his Toulouse visits to the calendar of 
METEO FRANCE football season.

Gabor RADNOTI :

Nickname Elemer Gulyas (Shepherd), who simply beated the kidney of
Arpad in Germany at the football match against DWD. Poor  Arpad
sometimes is pissing blood since that time.
Creator  of the  irregular  verb "to  gabor" : to  gabor, I  
gabord, gaborn. Gaborring needs 2 -"r"s.

Imre BONTA :

One of the 2 Imre-s ever being related to ALADIN.
He is the ALADIN MILKMAN, who made flourish the CASINO of Les 
Pradettes as far as milk selling is concerned.

13. ALADIN PARTNERS FROM SLOVENIA
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Neva PRISTOV :

Chewing-gum eater.
Crime: did'nt prepare yet the famous Pristov radiation scheme.     

Gregor GREGORIC :

The first guy, who was able to compete with Elemer as far as  
Gaborring is  concerned. Recently there are more and more aladin  
members following his example making Toulouse musculation gymns 
overcrowded.

Ales POREDOS :

One of the most encouraging talent in basketball in ALADIN, the
problem is that sometimes he crashes his head into the ring.

Uros STRAJNAR :

His crime is to initiate a strike in France after his arrival.

Andrey VELKAVRH :

Slovenian TV star, who went to France for being hidden from the
audience after his last fatal forecast. Using ALADIN he will 
surely never fall again in such deep...

Mark ZAGAR :

Just simply QUESTION MARK, who is able to manage to swallow 
incredible amount of chocolate in a negligable amount of time.

Jure JERMAN :

Used to be called Arnie, but recently changed musculation to baby 
sitting.
Minor crime : he is keeping his wife's recipe of Tiramisu as a 
secret and therefore poor Ryad is starving...
Major crime: wanted to run ALADIN on DEC ALPHA station himself.  
By now he learnt, the roads to Paradise go through the castle of 
Dracula.
His favourite expression is when everything is under control that 
don't mention it !!!!

Sasa GABERSEK :

The first "Stagiaire" to be given a real workstation to work.  
Then he went to Berkeley, California instad of Berkeley, Pradettes 
to learn how to use a workstation.  That is a crime already !
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14. ALADIN PARTNERS FROM AUSTRIA

Klaus VON DER EMDE :

"Captain  Kloss".
He is a real Alpine  spy:  he was arrested when surprising him in 
act of smuggling Alpine peeks into PYREX experiments.

Harald SEIDL :

"Harryboy".
Crime:  Closed his eyes when the library sharing his name was 
destroyed. But his footprints can never be eliminated from the
auxiliary libraries.
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